
Newspaper Articles At-a-Glance

The headline
Newspapers attract readers’ attention through the use of large-type headlines. These headlines are often witty or
catchy. They are usually short, with articles omitted. Often, there is a smaller headline under the large headline
that tells us the main idea of the story.

The caption
The caption refers to the words or sentences under a photograph. They usually tell who is in the photograph,
describe what is happening, and give the date the photo was taken. 

The byline and dateline
The byline is the name and sometimes the position of the writer of the article. It usually appears just below the
headline. Sometimes a dateline is included. The dateline lists where (the city) and sometimes when the story was
written. It is usually listed before the first sentence of the article. 

The lead
The first few sentences of an article are called the lead. 
News writers know readers often don’t read the whole story, 
so they put the most important details of an article in the lead. 
The lead usually answers the who, what, where and when
questions. Reading the lead will often give you the subject 
and key details of the article. 

The body of the article 
The remaining paragraphs of a news article elaborate on 
the lead. They provide more details, background information 
and explanations, and often include quotes from people. 

1 Choose two news articles in a newspaper. Read the headlines and the lead. From the lead, try to
answer these questions: 

1. What happened?

2. Where did it happen?

3. When did it happen?

4. Who did it happen to?
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Shoppers face future without plastic bags
BY LAURA BELLMAN

Toronto, January 12, 2009

Starting today, Loblaws stores in the Toronto area will begin charging
customers five cents per plastic bag. But Loblaws is just the first.
In June 2009, Toronto will require all retailers to follow suit. 

The effort is aimed at reducing the city’s dependence on plastic
bags. The reasoning is that if consumers have to pay, they’ll think
twice before taking a retailer’s plastic bag. Toronto is the first major
Canadian city to enact a bylaw that forces retailers to charge
customers for plastic bags. 

Not everyone agrees with the city’s methods for reducing plastic
bag use. “I can’t remember to bring a bag with me every time I
leave the house,” says Toby Snyder, a sales manager interviewed
outside his neighbourhood grocery store last night. “It’s just
inconvenient.” Others think it might give them the push they
need. “I’m fine with the fee,” says Melina Zucco, a student who
grocery shops almost daily. “I try to use cloth bags whenever I
can, but I think the fee might serve as a little reminder.” 
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